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【Outline of survey】
In the latter half of twenty century, we have had experienced a big scientific paradigm
shift. More academically speaking, it would be a historic change from a static viewpoint of
equilibrium

thermodynamics

to

a

dynamic

viewpoint

of

nonlinear-non-equilibrium

thermodynamics. For such change, mathematics at that time could not go with it,
unfortunately. However, since reaction-diffusion equations appeared as mathematical models
describing various phenomena arising in nonlinear-non-equilibrium sciences, a new scientific
wind inspired the world of mathematics, especially the field of nonlinear analysis. Through
this current, a new nonlinear analysis (more widely speaking, a group of mathematical
sciences) in our country has steadily grown up in order to be able to take part in studying the
new science. This circumstance has enabled us to propose the study of mathematical theory of
nonlinear-non-equilibrium reaction-diffusion systems. A characteristic of this research would
be that by achieving this proposal, mathematical sciences, especially nonlinear analysis could
actively contribute to theoretical studies of phenomena in nonlinear-non-equilibrium
sciences. This suggests that mathematics will have an interdisciplinary collaboration with
other fields in sciences.

【Expected results】
A challenge of mathematical sciences, especially mathematics toward understandi
phenomena in nonlinear-non-equilibrium science is definitely unique and the first attempt
country. The significance of this proposal implies that the field of analysis in mathematic
develop widely so that it definitely related with natural science. This implies that mathem
which had not have any contribution to development of theoretical study so far, will possib
actively participate with several fields in natural sciences.
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